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President’s Message
The openness of our exploration is one of the
true hallmarks of Amateur Radio. We have a
world to explore and only physics and the FCC
to contain us. The lessons of our past serve as
the base to grow from.

On the Emergence of New Technologies in
Radio
We find ourselves at an interesting time in our
corner of radio. We see emerging technologies
in digital voice, and software defined radios.
Both born from the overwhelming development
of computers and processors.

As we start to delve into the new technologies
we see that there are parallels to the past. We
see that good design and careful planning will
always have their place in what we do.

Digital voice challenges the paradigm of analog
FM and SSB while SDR questions the
complexity and cost of the super heterodyne
architecture. Just as tubes gave way to solid
state, we find that radios can reduce in
footprint, and increase in performance by
embracing technology.

The new technologies will serve as a means to
enable new exploration in to our new
allocations in the lower frequencies. These low
bands are perfect playgrounds to test the new
technologies, especially when restricted power
and antenna configuration are par for the course
on the longer wave frequencies.

We now are taking the next step, allowing
software and processors to manage what
discreet circuits once dominated. With SDR
and digital radio we find ourselves at the same
junction that others in the past faced. We
embrace the new while we carry the flames of
traditional design.

We should look to the past, when AM
transitioned to SSB, or when tubes transitioned
to solid state as a means to understand how new
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Here you will find that we divide in two. There
will be those who wish to continue with the
tried and true, as these are important aspects
never to forget. There will be those who wish
to look on to new technologies for their
potential to explore avenues untouched by
Amateur radio. Neither is better, nor should one
be promoted over the other.
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The contest is a great chance to check out the
simplex performance of your station and
mobile installations. The ARRL would like
you to submit a log, but it is not a requirement.

technology can enhance our understanding and
improve our development as a radio
community.
These next few years look to be exciting, and
nothing is better than new technology to play
with in the down turn of our solar cycle.

See http://www.arrl.org/january-vhf for more
de tails.

Kevin Lampo, K3LLC

Scott Lithgow, KN3A, will be operating K3IR
during the contest. If you want to help with the
operation, contact Scott directly.

Coming Events

Make sure you work K3IR on as many bands as
possible during the contest.

Your President

Tuesday 26 January 2016 7:00PM
Regular SPARC membership meeting at the
Rapho Twp. Municipal Bldg. The meeting
topic will be “Giving an old radio new ears” by
Kevin Lampo who will demonstrate with his
SDR.

Editor’s Notes
The beginning of a new year and time to
review the past and plan ahead. Several years
ago we published some articles on more
efficient lighting devices, especially compact
fluorescent bulbs. Now the future is in the
realm of LED lighting. As my inventory of
CFLs is used up, I am replacing them with
LED bulbs. The early LED devices were
expensive and the brightness was very
nonuniform. Improved designs have solved the
brightness uniformity problem for the most
part.

A short business meeting will follow.

Monthly Breakfast
The second Saturday of every month at 0800
is a SPARC breakfast at Gus's Keystone
Restaurant, 1050 W. Main St, Mt Joy, PA.
Contact Gerry Wagner, KB3SSZ, for more
details. Everyone interested in Amateur Radio
is invited to attend. See
http://guskeystone.com/ for restaurant details.

Having worked in the color picture tube
industry, I am familiar with photometric
measurements. I cringe when the CFL and
LED manufacturers report the lumens output as
brightness.

Other Events
ARRL January VHF Contest
Begins 1900 UTC Saturday, ends 0359 UTC
Monday January 30-February 1, 2016.
Operation on all authorized frequencies above
50 MHz (6 Meters). Do not use the
146.52MHz National Calling Frequency for
contest contacts. This restriction does not
apply to higher bands.
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Note the color chart with the black body
temperature curve on page 9 of the October
issue. Regular incandescent lamps operate at
about 2700ºK. The tungsten filament is
effectively a black body.
Halogen cycle lamps operate at higher
temperature so they are toward blue in color.
You notice that when you see a car with
halogen headlights approaching.
I would like to get some articles on LED
lighting to publish in the newsletter. Do we
have any authors seeking global fame?

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 35th Edition.

73,

The chart above is repeated at full size on page
16 of this newsletter. Note the equivalence to
watts.

George, W3FEY

The Standard Observer is specified for the
purpose of standardizing engineering
measurements. Not all human eyes have the
same response to various wavelengths (color)
of light. The definition of the Standard
Observer is long and complicated. The
Handbook has it if you’re really interested.

Six Metre DX Report
9 January 2016
. Opening Remarks
Hello again and Happy New Year!
It’s been quite an unusual Fall and early Winter
here in the mid-Atlantic US. Courtesy of El
Nino, we’ve had one of the warmest
Decembers on record, and with the exception
of a brief cold snap last week, a remarkably
civil Winter to date. We’ve had no measurable
snow, and it doesn’t look like much is in the
immediate forecast. Our rather benign weather
is in sharp contrast to other parts of the USA,
the UK and Ireland. There have been tornados
and damaging storms in the south central states,
and as I prepare this column, huge rain storms
and flooding in California. In the UK and
Ireland, there have been a number of severe
storms with hurricane strength winds and
severe flooding. The European storms have
been so intense that between reports of Donald
Trump’s latest tweets we’ve actually seen some
pictures of the floods and damage.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 35th Edition.

The manufacturers then correctly associate the
luminous output of their bulbs with the
luminous output of a specified wattage
incandescent lamp. I guess they really do know
what a lumen is.
There are articles on CFLs and colorimetry
with CIE charts explained in the September and
October 2009 issues of QRZ News. These can
be found on the SPARC web site at
http://www.k3ir.org/.
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Just as winter has been quiet here, until
Christmas week six metres seemed to relax
after the summer E season. There was very
little if any TEP in the Fall and just a few
aurora openings. On 18 October I did notice on
ON4KST red lines from southern Spain and
Portugal South America, but for the most part,
little else. Nicolas TY2AC did make a number
of contacts in November from Benin, but none
to North America via terrestrial modes. On 7th
December we did get a hint of normal Winter
conditions when the band opened from New
Zealand to Central and South America, and the
southern USA. However, for two weeks there
was little else. Below is a screenshot of the 7th
December ON4KST map shows the opening.

ON4KST DX map for 22nd December
showing the trans-Pacific opening of the
evening of 21st December.
The Winter Es were intensifying to a point to
where there were daily openings and double
hop, a relatively rare occurrence in the Winter
E season. People were beginning to wonder if
the elusive Es to TEP link would allow the
eastern US to work into the South Pacific. I
wasn’t one of them; I had the station apart to
work on an amplifier and really wasn’t too
excited about single hop Es openings. That all
changed on Christmas Day.
For some reason I decide to put the station back
together Christmas Day evening; I don’t know
if it was the 21st December opening or just a
feeling something was going to happen. As
soon as I put the station together and signed on
to ON4KST I saw the telltale red lines from ZL
to this area. I checked the P3 band scope and
yes, there were a bunch of strong signals. It was
a classic Es to TEP link.
At 8.02p.m. local time I worked Rod ZL3NW,
who was just pounding in. He had an honest,
not DXpedition 559 signal. He later peaked at
579 while working W1s. A few minutes later
ZL1BMW was in the log, followed by and
almost contact with ZL2OK. I received signal
reports from Dave but couldn’t get my call
sign. I was never sure he was sending me the
report and the humpers made it impossible to

ON4KST DX map for 7th December showing
contacts from ZL to Central and South
America, and the southern USA.
Note: See the last page of this newsletter for
full size versions of these propagation charts.
About mid-December our Winter E season
started and things began picking up. On the
evening of 21st December the band again
opened from ZL to the southern and
Midwestern USA, and Central America. At
least it was trying.
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In general, Cycle 24 continues its decline,
although there are still periods of moderate or
better activity. There has been little change in
the northern solar hemisphere WDC-SILSO
sunspot index, Rn (blue).
It has been
surprisingly flat, staying in the 30 to 40 range
since about May 2013, and the 35 to 39 range
since about January 2014 (see the Figure).
Based on other recent cycles, Rn would have
been expected to continue its decline from
January 2014. However, it actually increased
several points at that time and has persistently
remained above 35 ever since.

complete the contact before he faded. At 8.54
p.m. I worked Roger ZL3RC and at 9.12 p.m.
John ZL3AAU. Both were on SSB. It was
quite an evening.

ON4KST DX map for 26th December 2015.
The map shows contacts from ZL to the USA
that occurred during the evening of 25th
December for the USA.
Although I have not been as active as I would
like since that evening, as you can see from the
reports that follow, there has been some
interesting activity. Beacons in VE4 and VY0
were heard in Europe during aurora on 22nd
December and 1st January. Although occurring
after my deadline to receive reports passed,
Dale VE7SV/CE2AWW and several other
South American stations have been busy
working into the USA in the early evenings via
TEP, and the E openings continue.

Sunspot activity for northern (Rn) and southern
(Rs) solar hemispheres, and total index (Ri)
through December 2015.
The southern solar hemisphere index, Rs (red),
has also been rather atypical as well. It clearly
appears to be out of phase with the north, and
lagging behind by at least two years. Until
recently, the southern Rs index had appeared to
be in a nearly linear decline since about April
2014. The solid red line shows this rather
clearly.

I’m pleased at the number of reports that have
been submitted, and hope you will enjoy them
as much as I have. I hope everyone has a
healthy and wonderful 2016 and lots of
interesting contacts on the six metre band.
Enjoy!

However, the immediate future for the southern
hemispheric activity is less clear. The dotted
points in the various colors represent points that
have not been smoothed over the traditional 13
month period, i.e., six months before the
current month, the current month, and six
months after the current month. No doubt the
values of these sets of three “short smoothed”
points will change somewhat when the full 13

January 2016 Solar Report to Six
News
KH6/K6MIO
01/08/2016-Solar Cycle 24
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Shepherd, S., Zharkov, S, and Zharkova, V.,
2014, Prediction of Solar Activity from Solar
Background Magnetic Field Variations in
Cycles 21-23, Astro. Phys, J, 795, 46

month smoothed values are available.
However, they do allow a fuzzy glimpse of
what the final values may be.
It will be noted that the three short-smoothed
Rs (red) values hint at the possibility that the
Rs may have slowed down its rate of decline
very recently. Only time will tell.

DXpedition News
T8 Palau/V6M Yap (Lance W7GJ reports on
upcoming Eme DXpeditions)

I mentioned in the last report that a research
group in the UK1 has proposed that these
behaviors are the result of the Sun’s average
magnetic field being the result of the sum of
two different magnetic-field generating regions,
each at a different radial distance from the
center of the Sun. For example, one could
imagine two spherical shell regions within the
Sun, with one shell being inside the other.
In this picture, the two shells would normally
rotate with about the same angular velocity, but
being in a ball of hot gas, they would not be
rigidly connected to each other. So, if one
hemisphere was also more sensitive to one of
these layers, and the other hemisphere more
sensitive to the other layer, and the two rotating
layers got out of phase with each other, they
would then affect the Rn and Rs differently, at
different times.

This email is just to give you plenty of advance
time to get ready to work a new one or two on
six metre EME. I just got airline tickets to
arrive in T8 Palau on 17th August, 2016 and
will stay for 10 nights. That corresponds with
the optimum days of the month for EME, and
includes days with windows to moonset in
eastern North America and moonrise in western
Europe. I am hoping to be able to get to an
internet cafe from time to time to provide
updates while I am in Palau. I am still looking
for a good site to use in Palau. I also am still
awaiting the license, and will send out another
announcement with the exact grid locator and
call sign and upload a web page for T8 when I
receive the license. In the meantime, here is
the tentative operating schedule from T8:
http://www.bigskyspaces.com/w7gj/T8%20Sch
edule.xls

The UK group produced a model based on this
kind of an idea. It suggested that cycle 25 and
26 have rather low maximum solar activity
peaks.

Since I missed contacts with so many of you
last summer, I am going back to V6M for a
short trip. Yep, I must be a glutton for
punishment! But the deserving got left hanging
last August, so I will provide another chance. I
have already arranged for renewal of my V6M
license, and been assured I will have it before
August, so that is a done deal. Hopefully I will
be able to operate for 5.5 moon passes this time
around. The times chosen include an optimum
time of the month for EME, as well as good
windows for moonset in eastern North America
and moonrise in western Europe. I am hoping
that is enough time to catch up with the stations
I should have worked last summer. I have not
developed a web site yet for V6M in 2016, but

The good news is that this is not expected to
have a negative impact on Es, which has
proven itself to be a world-wide propagation
mechanism, even in weak cycles. So, Es
should be business as usual. On the other hand,
the impact on F region propagation would
likely be significant, at least for frequent major
six-metre events.
73, Jim
KH6/K6MIO
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you can refer to the previous one for most of
the same details, the grid locator, the QTH, all
the procedures, etc.:
http://www.bigskyspaces.com/w7gj/Micronesia
2015.htm
The tentative operating schedule from V6M
next August is here:
http://www.bigskyspaces.com/w7gj/V6M%20S
chedule.xls

I will be operating from T8 enough days to give
both moonset and moonrise directions different
times of day, which I hope will provide enough
variety to work around any possible TEC
problems. Stay tuned for future updates. If
you want to be sure to receive future updates,
please make sure you are subscribed to receive
the Magic Band EME emails.
VY 73, Lance

Right now, I don't have any expectation for any
internet access from V6M, but please look for
me based on the above schedule. As you can
see, it will be a very hectic trip, with four days
devoted to set up and tear down and almost
twice that many spent in traveling and/or
waiting for flights. However, I don't plan to do
V6M again in the foreseeable future, so if you
still need it, please gear up and be ready for the
short window coming up at the end of August
and beginning of September.
When I get the websites up, I will also include
.pdf versions of the above schedules in case
anyone still hasn't downloaded the free Excel
spreadsheet viewer or Open Office.
I am not sure my use of the KX3 was
responsible for missing any contacts last
summer, but I am going to try to use a different
rig this time just to make sure none of us have
any question about the stability of the signal.
Please be forewarned that both those areas
experience high TEC in the ionosphere
overhead for many of the hours of the day.
Last summer, the most challenging TEC
conditions at V6M seemed to be during my
moonrise, with the best EME conditions on my
moonset. I think this summer the conditions
from V6M will be more favorable during my
moonrise, with my moonset possibly being
more subject to ionospheric interference. I have
exceptional moonset from V6M, though, so I
am not so worried about lack of
success toward Europe.

M2 6M8GJ antenna at V6M with moon in
background, 2015.

North America
K2LNS (Herb reports on 26th December UTC
ZL - USA opening from FN21DE)
What a thrill to work ZL3CW for my first
contact on six metres in several years. I would
never have even listened on the band, but
someone on our local group said the band was
open. I only have the Omni 7 which runs 100
watts. The New Zealand station was in and
out, but for several minutes peaked at 579.
Happy New Year.
Herb K2LNS
K2ZD (Mario reports from FN20NR)
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fairly good. I made many contacts on six
metres and up. I even got a couple new grids
on 222MHz.

Hi Chris,
On 19 November, 2015 at 23.43z I completed a
six metre EME QSO with TY2AC for my six
metre DXCC #192. Nicolas is running a single
yagi with QRO. Attached is the screen shot of
the QSO.
73,
Mario K2ZD

Winter sporadic Es seemed pretty good since
first week of December with several one-hop
openings in all directions. The 5th December
was an interesting day. The propagation went
very long and I worked K0GU at 2400 km.
Then later heard VE7DAY calling and worked
him at 3890 km. I'm not sure of the
propagation mode involved but it was
interesting because I didn't have any beacons in
at the time.
The highlight was on the evening of Christmas
Day. I sat down after dinner and saw that Tim
NW0W spotted the ZL2WHO beacon. I had
marginal prop to Tim's area with some weak
beacons in. I tuned to 50.024MHz at about
00.15z, and to my surprise there was the ZL
beacon loud and clear. I was scanning the band
for 40 minutes until I heard and worked the
first ZL station. Rod, ZN3NW was nice and
loud on CW. I later worked ZL3RC and
ZL3AAU on SSB with great signals. I heard
ZL4PW and called him a couple times but
wasn't successful. I also heard some Mexico
stations calling. This was an amazing opening
with many stations in the northeast making it to
New Zealand. The backscatter was incredible.
This day will be remembered by many.
On 28th December I had a brief link into Costa
Rica and worked Phil TI5/N5BEK with good
signals. I think overall the quantity of DX links
was down this fall. We usually have a couple
days into South America, but I didn't catch any
if we did. That's about it for here.
73, Dave NZ3M

Screenshot of K2ZD EME QSO with Nicolas
TY2AC on 19th November.
K3WC (Dusty reports from FN10MF)
Hi Chris,
I feel very fortunate to have worked the ZLs
(DXCC #109). I have a lot of noise here in the
middle of town and all but one, ZL3ADT (I
think) on SSB, were strong enough to come
through it. ZL3RC and ZL3AAU were about
55 to 57 on SSB and ZL3NW was 549 on CW.
I am running an Elecraft K3 and an Alpha
8406 at 1500 watts to stacked InnovAntenna
seven element LFA beams. One antenna is at
73 feet and the other at 95 feet. Marty K2PLF
alerted me via phone that the ZLs were coming
through.
73 and Happy New Year
Dusty -K3WC

W3LPL (Frank reports from FM19LG)
Hi Chris,
Congratulations on your ZL QSO!
I wish I could help you, but I've been
completely inactive on six meters since last
summer. In September my focus always shifts

NZ3M (Dave reports from FN10PD)
Hi Chris,
I spent a good bit of operating time this fall on
meteor scatter. The Geminids this year were
8

to preparations for the CQWW HF DX
contests.

hopefully will work many of us on EME in the
coming months.

I was on the air last night for just a few
minutes, just enough to work ZL3RC and
ZL3NW; not long enough to make any useful
observations. I wouldn't have known about the
opening without telephone calls from K2PLF
and K1HTV….When I started calling I was
running only 80 watts. I gave up on that
after 30 seconds or so and turned on the 1500
watt amp and got thru immediately.
73, Frank

I have renewed my V6M license for another
year, and hope to return there in August. I have
also applied for a T8 license. More
information will be made available as soon as
the license is obtained and plans are finalized.
Fingers crossed for six metre EME from the
FT4JA operation.
VY 73, Lance
Lance also mentioned the amp failure he
suffered at V6M - I guess the devices in my M2
amp were all OK and it worked once they
cleaned off the char on the circuit board and
replaced the output cap. It is still down at M2,
and I didn't want to bother them over the
holiday period. I will try to retrieve it next
month, but I hope to purchase the more reliable
6M-1K2 before the next six metre EME
DXpedition.

W7GJ (Lance reports from DN27UB)
Hi Chris,
Sorry this is so late - it has been crazy out here.
I spent several weeks in Myanmar in October
and early November, so I unfortunately don't
have much to report during that period. Despite
months of effort, and submission of many
documents, I was unable to acquire a license to
operate six metre EME from Myanmar during
my stay in 2015. However, I continue to try to
get a license, and still hope to be able to
activate that rare DXCC on EME at some point.
Upon returning home in November, I was very
pleased to make the first contact from North
America with Benin. I completed with
TY2AC on 17thNovember. Nicolas has since
been quite active on six metre EME during his
moonsets and has worked a number of other
stations over here. It is always great to see
Nicolas active on EME from a rare African
country.

Parting Remarks
That’s about all there is for now. For me it’s
time to get out in the orchard and begin
pruning; Spring is only two months away.
American professional football playoffs are
beginning and the EPL is in full swing. The
UKSMG Winter Marathon is ongoing, and
there should be continued surprises on the band
as we approach the Equinox. The next issue of
Six News will be out in May; I hope to hear
from all of you in April. I look forward to
hearing plans of upcoming Summer
DXpeditions, and am planning a report on a
new solid state HF-50MHz kW amplifier from
DX labs.

The only other station I worked on EME in
November was IK5YJY. During December
Icompleted with S57RR and JR6EXN. In
January I copied, but did not complete with,
T8CW and 9K2WA. T8CW was active on six
metres for a few days while he was on vacation
there, but his local noise was too high for EME.
Ali 9K2WA, is talking about putting up a pair
of large LFA yagis to go with his kW, and

I want to thank the following: AC4TO,
CO2KK, CO8DM, DU7/PA0HIP, E51WL,
EA6VQ, EI3KD, G4FJK, G6TGO, G8BCG,
G0KSC, GD0TEP, HA5PT, HH2JR, IK0FTA,
K1HTV, K1TOL, K2LNS, K2ZD, K3WC,
K4RX, K5AND, K5QE, K6IJ/KH7Y, K6QXY,
K7JA, K0GU, KH6/K6MIO, MM0AMW,
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NZ3M, SM7FJE, SixItalia Weekly, TY2AC,
VE3IKV, VE2XK, VE7SV/CE2AWW,
W3LPL, VK4ABW, VK4CZ, W7GJ, YS1AG,
XE2OR, ZL1BMW, ZS6NK, CQ Six50MHZ
DX News.

Lancaster County RACES VHF Net is held on
the first Tuesday of the month at 2030 hours
local time on the 145.310 MHz repeater in
Rawlinsville.
The Lancaster County primary ARES/RACES
repeater is on 145.310 MHz with minus offset
and 118.8 PL.

Although the American 2016 presidential race
is still in its early stages, a lawyer’s argument
to the court a couple days ago made me think
of a quote that is equally applicable to lawyers
and politicians: “A Lawyer will do anything to
win a case, sometimes he will even tell the
truth.” - Patrick Murray.

Pennsylvania RACES HF Nets are held at
3993.5 kHz LSB on all Sundays except
holidays.
The statewide net is on the first Sunday of the
month at 0800 hours local time.
The Central Area (including Lancaster County)
net is at 08:30 local time.

If you have anything you would like to see in
upcoming columns, or anything to submit,
please contact me at DXNEWS@UKSMG.org,
or W3CMP@comcast.net. This is your column,
and your comments and ideas make it what it
is. I welcome all reports.

EPA NBEMS Net, Tuesday, 7:30pm local EST,
3.5920mhz Mode: Olivia 8/500 1khz,
Net Mgr: WA3WSJ@arrl.net

73, Chris W3CMP

SPARC Nets

Ed Note: The report above is a small excerpt
from Chris’ “What’s on Six” report for the UK
Six Metre Group. See
http://www.uksmg.org/landing.php for more
information. Internet only membership in
UKSMG is available worldwide for £10.00.
Paypal works fine.

SPARC holds nets every Tuesday at 2100
local time on 145.230 MHz minus offset and
PL of 118.8. The 449.975MHz repeater is
linked to the 2m repeater for the net.

Club Officers
President Kevin Lampo – K3LLC
Vice President Scott Lithgow – KN3A
Secretary – Peg Hamm –KB3SCA
Treasurer – David St. Pierre - AB3VJ
Repeater Trustee - Dave Payne - N3LOM

ARES/RACES

Membership Info Update Request
Please send all changes of address, email, and
ham status to me for the MDB to Gerry
Wagner at 1309 Willow Creek Drive, Mount
Joy, PA 17552 or
Gerry.Wagner@ComCast.Net, Cell=717-3441427,

As part of the SPARC commitment to
emergency communications, the SPARC
repeater system is maintained as available for
linking with other area repeaters.
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Home Phone=717-653-0659 (Fax
Opt); Skype
Thanks Gerry Wagner KB3SSZ

Wednesday Pottstown Area Amateur Radio
Club 8:30PM 50.130MHz Contact Leonard,
WV3P for more information.

Nearby Nets of Local Interest

Wednesday Red Rose Repeater Association
Net 9:00 PM on 147.015MHz.

If you need information on access tones etc, the
referenced web sites below will usually provide
the information needed. For more information,
see http://arcc-inc.org/arc-fdbas.html

Wednesday QCWA Net 9:00PM on
146.97MHz.

Monday Ephrata Area Repeater Society Net

Thursday Lancaster Radio Transmitting
Society Net 9:00 PM on 145.390MHz

9:00 PM on 145.450MHz.

Sunday Info Net

Monday Keystone VHF Club
Combined Club & ARES/RACES Net 8:30PM
on 146.970MHz.

On the N3TUQ 900MHz repeater: 8:30PM
Output: 927.5875MHz Input: 902.5875MHz
(-25MHz) PL 114.8Hz.

Monday South Mountain Radio Amateurs

The N3TUQ 900MHz repeater is located on the
LVSRA tower on Cornwall Mountain.

SMRA Club Net 9:00PM on 145.430MHz

Net control: Bob Howard, KB3QAQ

SSB net 9:00PM on 146.210MHz. May be
slightly delayed by SMRA club net.

For more information visit
http://www.n3tuq.com/repeater.aspx

Tuesday Digital Net 8:00 PM on the York
146.970MHz Repeater -- This NET is for

PACKRAT VHF/UHF NETS

practicing Digital Communications

Visit the Mt Airy VHF Radio Club at:

NCS: Dick Goodman WA3USG
backup NCS: Jack Dellinger KC3JD or
whoever starts the net.

http://packratvhf.com/airtimes.htm for the latest
information on VHF/UHF nets.

NTS Eastern Area Phone net
Morse Code Net Tuesday, 2000 local time
(8:00p). SMRA repeater 145.430- (67.0 Hz)
with alternate frequency of 146.460+ (1,000
kHz offset, tone 67.0 Hz)

3.917 at 4:00 PM daily for traffic going to
EPA, MDC, WPA and Maryland. We have a
callup, pass any traffic, after that a round of
comments. Traffic manager is WA3QPX. Net
could use more checkins from EPA as we
normally only get one checkin from EPA and
sometimes none. This is where the Fone traffic
for EPA net normally comes from. Any
questions I will be on 3.917 at 4:00 PM.
73 , Paul, WA3QPX

Wednesday York County SSB Net 7:45PM
on 50.135MHz. Informal net getting started.
Contact Steve Cruse, K3WHC, for more
information.
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QRZ News is archived at
http://www.k3ir.org/

COAX and COAX
Connections
The February edition of QST has an article
titled "An Introduction to Coaxial Cable for RF
Applications". It is a pretty good article but
seems to go a little too deep in some areas.
Another thing I noticed was that there seemed
to be a lack of any "why is this important?"
explanations.

Two EPA Nets Now Accessible via Echolink
Posted By: egroups_n3sw egroups_n3sw
Mon Aug 27, 2012 11:40 pm
<>The EPA AA3RG and Echolink Traffic Net
(EAETN) has been accessible since its
inception via Echolink at node AA3RG-R
(#149493). See the group Calendar for more
information. [Thursday 8:00PM]
<>Now the Capital Area Traffic Net (CATN) is
also accessible via Echolink at node
N3TWT-R (#743026). See the group Calendar
for more information. All (licensed hams) are
welcome to join in on these nets.
73 -Scott N3SW EPA STM-

Some of you may already know that I spent
New Year’s Day at my daughter's home in
Iowa. Now this kid, being a child of two
"fiscally responsible" German parents does not
like to spend money. So, the only cable TV
provider in Iowa is a company called
Mediacom. Now Mediacom makes Comcast
look like your generous uncle.

<>AA3C note: To visit our group on the web,
go to NTS-EPA Group web site:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nts-epa/
Both nets will utilize the 146.640(tx-) MHz.
Transmit access tone: 82.5 Hz.
AA3RG Repeater. http://www.aa3rg.org/

Anyway, she couldn't stand to pay the price
Mediacom was charging for cable TV so she
dropped TV for internet only and installed a
system called Iview. The picture was terrible
and audio was non existent on some channels.
She was blaming Mediacom. I decided to see if
I could improve things any. I soon found that
the "F" connector on the internet modem was
loose. Further investigation led to the Iview
converter which also had two loose coax
connectors. I tightened the connectors and was
able to get a much better picture and audio.

QRZ News Publication
QRZ News is published monthly. The
deadline for submission of items for
publication is 11 days before the regular
membership meeting on the fourth Tuesday of
each month. If material is not copy and paste
ready for publication, more lead time is
required.

Now, this brings me to the subject of today's
column. More than a few times in my ham
radio career I have either heard or created a
signal with a squeal on the audio. Many
operators refer to that as "RF on the signal".
That is kind of correct. What usually happens is
some RF which should be going to the antenna
escapes into the shack. This RF is picked up by
the microphone or microphone cable and fed

We operate on an exchange basis with other not
for profit publications. Articles printed in QRZ
News may be reprinted in a not for profit
publication provided proper credit is given.
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back into the audio circuits of the radio. This
causes distortion or a squeal on the transmitted
signal. Common causes could be RF on the
antenna coax shield due to high SWR or a loose
connector, which causes a high SWR also, or
an improper coax to connector installation. By
far the most common problem is loose
connectors.

There are many companies listed in QST
marketing cut to length coax with the
connectors installed. That may be something to
consider. Just make sure the coax they are
using is a quality product.
73,
Harry Bauder, WA3FFK

Now, don't drag out the 18 inch pipe wrench,
finger tight is good enough, make sure the
connection is "snug" but make sure it is really
snug. What happens sometimes is that the
connector feels tight but in reality it may just be
binding, or even cross threaded. I use this
procedure: Push the connector in as far as you
can then start tightening the knurled barrel.
Once the barrel seems tight move your fingers
back to the main connector body and push,
twist and wiggle. Then check to see if the
barrel is still tight. Do this several times. Also,
sometimes a connector will work loose over
time due to temperature changes or vibration
and must be re tightened.

Documenting your Shack
Finally, the last of this series of four articles!
Pulling all the elements together is the focus of
this article. In an earlier article in this series, I
mentioned the use of a Spread-Sheet as an aid
in generating cable numbers. It is really quite
easy if you are familiar with this tool. Here are
the steps:
• Open a blank worksheet.
• Label the first column “Number”
• As the first entry (cell A2) enter the
starting six digit number.
• In cell A3 enter the formula =(A2)
• In the cell A4 enter the formula
=(A1+1)
• Now select the group of cells A2 & A3
and copy them down the column to
create a list as long as you need.
• Label Column B Drawing Name
• Label Column C X-Coord
• Label Column D Y –coord
• Label Column E File Name
Here is an Example:
Numbe Drawin X
Y
File
r
g Name Coord Coord Name
100001
100001
100002
100002

Now, about the coax itself. The column in QST
talked about the types of shield found in your
average coax but failed to mention the
percentage of shielding. If you strip back the
outer insulation and you can see the center
insulation through the shield the shielding is
not 100 percent. (The highest claimed
percentage I could find for single braid was
96%) If you see more insulation than shield
you should probably throw that stuff away. I
have seen some coax from a well known
national chain that fits this description.
A superior form of shielding is double shield.
This takes two forms, either two layers of
braid, or a foil shield with a braid over top.
Some of it has a foil shield with a single drain
wire. If you buy foil shielded cable, or double
braid, make sure you get the proper connectors.
Most foil shield is aluminum so it can't be
soldered.
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To make your drawings more formal, you
should create a template with a border and a
title block. The border creates a simple frame
with one major enhancement; you should
include tick marks at regular intervals which
are numbered from the lower left corner. These
are then used to generate the “Map
Coordinates” for the locating of our cable
numbers on the drawings. If you are not using
drafting software, I suggest creating a blank
drawing with the border and title block (see
below) and then copies to use as your drawing
paper using a Xerox or other photocopier.
The title Block! Every drawing should have a
title block in the lower right corner. The exact
layout is up to you, but it should contain at least
the following elements:

Why the extra columns? This is where you will
build your database of cables in your Shack.
As you use the cable numbers in your drawings
(remember that you are creating the drawings
before you build anything), take the time to
enter the drawing name, the X & Y coordinates
(just like you used on paper road maps) where
that number shows up, and finally if you are
using software to do the drawing the file name
that contains the drawings. Even if you are
documenting an existing facility, please do the
above recordkeeping. Once you have this
index or database of cable numbers complete
with where they are found, you will be able to
easily find out what a stray cable in your
facility is supposed to be doing.

•
•
•
•
•

In the AutoCAD system we developed all cable
numbers are on a special layer. When the
custom update and save command is run, all the
cable numbers along with the drawing name
and the x-y coordinates of the numbers are
written to a comma delimited file from which
we were able to import them into n MS-Access
database. Using that database, either
electronically or using a printed copy of it we
were able to easily identify any and all cables
in our plant.

•
•

OK, we have a list of numbers. Now how do
we generate the labels? Well, that depends on
what you are using for number labels. With the
P-Touch Printer, I have defined a custom page
layout template in MS-Word that defines the
desired label size and format. I then used MSWord’s Mail Merge function to print the labels
using the Number column of the spreadsheet as
the data source for the Merge. Describing this
process in detail is a bit beyond this article. I
suggest any good reference book on MS-Word
with two points of interest. First defining
custom page layouts and second, how to use the
Mail Merge function.

•
•
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Organization Name (Your Call Sign)
Drawing Title
File Name
Date originally drawn
Initials or Name of the person who drew
it
The Scale if any (Schematics do not
have a scale)
If there are multiple drawings in a set,
there should be a sequence number such
as 1 of 5
The last saved / updated date and time
A revision history showing when, who
did the revisions and few words
indicating what was done

For Sale
SPARC has the following items for sale to
members or other interested Hams.
12 sections of used Rohn 25 tower - 10 foot
sections - will need to be sanded and painted
2 top sections - tapered at top.
Most of the tower sections have surface rust but
are solid. The top sections have had some of
the cross bracing cut to accommodate rotor
installation.
Looking for $20 per section. Delivery can be
arranged.
Also if you are building wire antennas we have
a large quantity of insulated wire from 14
gauge to 18 gauge.
Contact Kevin, K3LLC or Harry, WA3FFK

This is as far as I can go in a series of articles.
If you have a true interest in this process,
please seek me out at a SPARC meeting, and I
will be happy to discuss it with you and even
possible show you how I have been doing it for
years.
73’s – Rich Kaelberer – AB3RK
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Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 35th Edition.

Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 35th Edition.
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ON4KST map for 7 December 2015

ON4KST map for 21 December 2015

ON4KST map for 25 December 2015
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